Unit 4: Tuurngait
Learning Competency
The students will communicate examples of conflict and cooperation in
Inuit society.
Learning Competency
The students will appreciate the complexity of spiritual identity and
practices.
Learning Competency
The students will persuasively express informed and reasoned opinions.
Learning Competency
The students will provide analysis of empowerment issues and the use of
cultural controls in traditional Inuit society.
Language Development
Cooperation- an act or instance of working or acting together for a common
purpose or benefit; joint action

Empowerment- to give power or authority to; authorize
Social controls- causing people to follow rules set out by a society upon its
members, either by law or by social pressure

Cultural controls- achieving control by persuading others to identify with the
norms(beliefs, rules) and value systems of the culture

Characteristics- a feature that helps to identify, tell apart, or describe
recognizably; a distinguishing mark or trait

Image- a physical likeness or representation of a person, animal, or thing,
photographed, painted, sculptured, or otherwise made visible

Implications- something implied or suggested as naturally to be inferred or
understood

Relevance- about or connected with the matter in hand; pertinent

Materials
Posters of carvings
Various art/craft materials
BLM 1.23-1.25
Background

Teachers should read Representing Tuurngait for a thorough understanding of
the topic.

Opener – Tuurngait Creation

Display around the room the selection of images of carving from the
Nattilingmiut collection. Invite the students to select two images. One should be
about a helping spirit and the other about an evil spirit. The students are to write
a description of each of the images that they have selected, to give the image a
name and to identify how this spirit either supports or doesn’t support Inuit.
Display this work in the classroom.

Connector – Tuurngait Recreations

Provide the students with some examples from the List of Spirits (pp. 136-188) in
Representing Tuurgnait. Discuss with the students the implications of having a
list like the one collected by Reverend Peck that contains so many different
examples of tuurngait. What is this indication of?
Have the students recreate their own image of one of the tuurngnait identified
on these pages. Invite students to use any materials they want for this purpose.
Once they have created their tuurngnait, they should write a short story based
on the description of their spirit.
Add these to the classroom gallery.

Activity – Characteristics of Tuurngait
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In this activity, there are 8 characteristic of tuurngnait to be studied.
Depending on the number of students in your class, you may decide to divide
them into 8 separate groups or four groups responsible for two characteristics
or two groups responsible for four characteristics each.
The task for each group is to review the information provided (BLM 1. 23) and to
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identify the key elements from that information. Once an element is identified
and agreed to by the group, it should be recorded on a sentence strip. The
sentence strips will eventually be collected and posted up to provide a
comprehensive list of the characteristics of tuurngait.
Review the characteristics of the tuurngait as a whole class. Discuss how these
spirits were used both to empower Inuit and to exert social control upon Inuit.
What did tuurngait contribute to the traditional system of spiritual beliefs?
Do they have any relevance today?
Ask students to think about some of the characters they encounter if stories,
cartoon and movies. Are some of these characters similar to ones being
described in the readings?
Have the students identify any similar beings in Qallunaat society and make a
list of these? Discuss the function of these characters in the past and for us
today.

Reflections
Content – Most societies at some point identified spirits that contended with
human beings. Trolls, fairies, mermaids, sea monsters all had a purpose in
traditional social organizations. Explain what you think using examples that you
are familiar with. Give an example that you have learned about from Inuit
history that is similar in nature. Explain the similarities.

Collaborative – What purposes did tuurngait serve in terms of exerting
cultural control over people? Why was this necessary in Inuit society at the
time? How did the role of tuurngait support the traditional Inuit system of
beliefs?

Personal – Identify a tuurngait-like character that you have come across in the
media today. How is this " being ” characterized? What role do they play in
helping us to understand good and evil?

Follow-Up – Representing Tuurgnait (pp. 110-116)

Have the students form triads and give each triad a 3-way placemat (BLM 1.24).
Number the groups 1, 2, 3 and distribute the equivalent reading to each student.
For example, every triad will have one person with one copy of each of the three
readings (available on BLM 1.25). Students will use the three questions at the
end of the reading and write their responses onto the appropriate section of

the placemat. Once this is complete, the triad rotates the readings and the
placemat two times so that every student, in turn, has the opportunity to access
and respond to each of the readings.
Share general comments as a whole class and display the completed placemats.

Classroom Reinforcement
Establish a classroom gallery for the writing, and creations being produced in
this unit.
Display placemats.

Accommodating Diversity
Students may have difficulty with creative production. Provide access to a
variety of visual examples. The internet is a good source for this, as well as
books, photos, prints, and carvings, some of which may be locally available.

Assessment
Student –
Complete all the assignment work and store it in the portfolio.
Complete the assignment checklist.
Complete a learning log summary at the end of this unit.

Teacher –
This unit contains several creative projects. Establish with the class the
evaluation criteria that will be used for these projects and make sure that is
available to all students in the classroom. Also decide on how these projects will
be evaluated- by the teacher or through peer evaluations. Provide opportunity
for that.
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BLM 1.23 8 Characteristics of Tuurngait

2

1. Names
All tuurngait in have specific names. They can be identified and addressed as
individual persons. The names of the tuurngait are often difficult to explain. In some
cases shamanic words were used. For example, Pongoak (25) is derived from the
shamanic word Pongoet, dog (Boas 1907: 350-354; Rasmussen 1931 : 311; Rasmussen
1932, 110). The use of shamanic words as names for the tuumgait occurs frequently,
e.g. Singakte (116), a shamanic word for wolf; and Pisukte (141), a shamanic word for
bear. A list of a hundred and thirty three shamanic words provided by Peck was
published by Boas (1907: 350-354). About twenty names in the list of tuurngait are
clearly derived from words in this shamanic list. Rasmussen published two hundred
and forty-one shamanic words used in the Iglulik and Netsilik areas that also shed
light on the list compiled by Peck. Thus Pissukgak (255) evokes pisukaciaq, "the one
that walks a lot," the shamanic word for fox. Tullorealik (9) evokes tulorialik "the
one furnished with fangs," the shamanic word for polar bear. Qekoot (37) may relate
to qequt, "the joined one," a shamanic word for a stone (see Rasmussen, 1931: 309314).
The names often refer to the physical appearance, clothes, sounds, movements,
objects (such as weapons) or colours of a tuumgaq. Eyekudluk (278) means "large
eye". Eyes recur often in the descriptions of the spirits and are usually associated
with light and brightness. Nesudla iinalik (57; Nasallaginnalik, "the one with only a
hat") refers to the soul of a deceased sailor who generally sleeps in a ship. The cap
on his head is the only article of clothing he has. Qumikpaloyok (106; Kamikpalujuq
"that which makes the sound of boots") looks like a woman. When the angakkuq hears
the sound of her sealskin legs chafing together, he knows that she will give what was
asked, but if that sound is not heard, it means nothing will be given. Oolemaukaluk
(215; Ulimaukkaaluk, "the big axe") is a cannibal who killed a man with his axe.
Audlaktak (198; Aullaqtaq, "one who departs frequently") is a bird which flies to
various places. Aupaluktalik (2; Aupaluktaalik "has something red") refers to a
tuurngaq having the appearance of a polar bear. Tuktwak (65; Tuqtuaq, "stove pipe")
is a tuumgaq who looks very thin and long like a stove pipe. Siggook (38; Sigguk,
"beak") refers to a tuurngaq with a head like a crow and a body like a human being.
Erkravettok (21; Irraviittuq, "having no intestines") is a bird without intestines. The
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feature being described is often what is actually lacking e.g., Isserotittok (56;
Isiriutiittuq, "buttonless") refers to a tuurngaq wearing a jacket without buttons.
The names are often descriptive. … Many names in the list still remain unclear and
further research, particularly on the shamanic vocabulary, is needed to explain them.
With respect to the Kivalliq area, Tungilik explains, "All tuurngait had different
names. In the same way that we people have different names, they too had names,
but they did not have individual names. In the same way as animals had one name, the
same kinds of tuurngait were called by the same name" (In Oosten & Laugrand (eds),
1999: 104).
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2. Residence, place of abode
Peck states that:
The tongait are divided into three classes. (A) Those located in heaven. (B) Those on
the earth. (C) Those located in the sea or under the earth. The writer finds, after
collecting the names of over three hundred of these spirits, that some are
considered agents of evil, and some of good. The striking points connected with the
good spirits are, that they often appear clad in white, or they diffuse light which
shines from their bodies or garments.
The broad cosmological classifications of earth, water and heaven are not sufficient
to describe the variety of locations attributed to the tuurngait by Peck himself. He
indicates that tuurngait may belong to land and sea, may be associated with the
shore or the bottom of the sea, the ice, and various other locations. In Inuit
cosmology, the lands of the dead were located in the sky and on the bottom of the
sea. In the sky lived the ullurmiut, the people of the day, represented by the
Northern Lights. On the bottom of the sea lived the deceased under the sway of the
inua of the sea. Neither category of ancestors seems to play a part in the list. The
vast majority of the tuurngait are associated with the land. Out of three hundred
and forty seven spirits, about two hundred and fifteen are associated with the land
only, and another seventeen with land in combination with another category. Thirty
tuurngait are associated with the sea only. Just a few are associated with heaven.
The cosmological classification is often ambiguous. When Peck indicates that a
tuurngaq is in the water, it sometimes remains unclear whether he refers to the sea
or a lake. Categories such as "a lake in heaven" or "a lake in the land" can be
classified in different ways. The main cosmological contrast emphasized in the
literature is land / sea, corresponding with the contrast land game / sea game. In
that respect it is interesting that many tuurngait are associated with a transition
zone such as shore or sea ice, e.g. Tunnerkruk (97) and Savenuk (98) (by the side of
the shore on the ice), and Itterk (112; by the shore). Many locations are not easily
placed in one of these categories. Tekulayok (321) lives in the head of a tuurngaq.
Nesudlaginalik (57), the deceased sailor with only a cap, sleeps in a ship. Jogaoluk
(176) lives by the side of a house. Agyalektok (268) is always in a kayak. Qongnalik
(15) comes from the Southeast and Sudlomik (188) "lives right away at the world
extremity boundary wherever that may be." Peck notes that Itterk (112) was seen at
Blacklead Island but that does not imply that the tuurngaq was specifically
associated with that island. It is associated with the shore. Peck relates that the
blood of Tapatseak (347) can still be seen on a large cliff beyond Padly. The
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comment may refer to a story that was generally known in the Cumberland Sound
area. We may conclude that although the location of the tuurngait is not always
clear, the association with land prevails over all other locations.
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2. Appearance, size
Peck's comments on appearance, size, etc. are often quite detailed. Generally the
comments have the same structure: a description of the appearance of the tuurngaq,
a qualification in terms of good or evil, and a listing of the most important functions.
The descriptions are very vivid. We should take into account that only the angakkuit
were supposed to see the spirit whereas other people would only hear it when the
voice of the tuurngaq replaced that of the angakkuq. The descriptions were
important to convey an image of a tuumgaq to other members of the community. It is
usually specified whether a tuurngaq looks "like a human being" or "like an animal".
Size and colour, type of clothing and weapons characterizing the tuumgait are usually
indicated. Attention is given to hair on the body as well as to the speed and mobility
of the tuurngait. We will discuss their appearance in more detail when examining the
various categories of tuumgait.
Peck classifies tuurngait as good or evil. Only five tuumgait turn out to be
unambiguously evil or bad in his classification: Ipalukvik (46), Angalutaluk (85),
Oovelukkeoot (111), Arnatseak (244), and Mungityaktoakruk (317). A few more
appear fairly ambiguous. The vast majority of spirits are considered to be good. The
ethnographic data on Inuit shamanism usually indicate that most tuurngait are
ambiguous. A dangerous spirit may have become a very good tuumgaq once a strong
angakkuq had obtained it, for the angakkuit were usually supposed to exercise some
control over their tuurngait. They were held responsible for the actions of their
tuurngait. A "good" tuurngaq could be sent out to kill an enemy. Kappianaq explains:
"We would consider bad tuurngait the ones the angakkuq would send to kill other
people" (Kappianaq, 1995).
In the list, goodness is associated with light as well as the willingness to give. These
qualities probably reflect the perspective of the angakkuq himself. But we should
not forget that an angakkuq was probably not as interested in 'good' and `evil' as he
was in the inherent qualities of the tuurngait, and in the conditions and ways in which
even dangerous or treacherous spirits could be induced to give game or provide
assistance, and the uses he could make of them for his own purposes.
The most important functions of the tuurngait in the list are clearly to give game or
food, and to give joy and light. Other functions such as healing, correcting the
weather, divination and killing evil spirits appear less frequently.
The vast majority of the tuurngait provide game. They do not give objects, but food
or skins. Peck states:
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Now the tongait (the spirits mentioned) have power over the souls of animals. They
can, therefore, when solicited by the angakoet render powerless what is called in
Eskimo [theology] "the life of the soul". This seems to mean, as far as the writer
can discover, its active discerning powers, and the creature thus weakened falls an
easy prey to the wary hunter. It is in this manner that the good spirits (spirits of
light) are said to be "givers of food", the real source of supply for the people!
In the list itself, Peck talks of killing the soul and refers to tuurngait as soul
destroyers. Thus he states in his comment on Mekkoalak (90):
It is said that the tomgak kills the souls of the seals etc. and thus causes them to
be easily caught by the Eskimo, because the soul is the life of the body. The soul of
a man, however, can never be destroyed, but a creature's body being used for food,
its soul can be killed.
In his comments on Akkokrase (105) he explains:
Hunts seals i.e. by destroying not the body but the soul of the seals -etc. The object
of the conjuror in invoking the various spirits being to solicit their aid in this
respect that the animals may be easily acquired by the hunters.
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3. Shape and Gender
Tuurngait in human appearance
The majority of tuurngait resemble human beings, but in most cases specific
features indicate that we are not dealing with ordinary human beings. The tuurngait

are often characterized as stout or very fat, or as very thin. Their legs may be very
thin, their heads very large, etc.

Tuurngait usually appear as individuals, but in some cases social relationships are

specified: Qalluktok (62) is the son of Qallaktok (63), his mother, and Qalooetok
(64), his father. Tunerkruk (97) is the father of Savenuk (98). Erkaktonuk (103) and
Nooeyuvet (104), Qoke'yielloaluk (137) and Illegemakuluk (136), Qootyounak (146)
and Sittok (147), and Angosak (286) and Pokkerkre (285) are husbands and wives.
Angoeseoktok (212) is the wife of a tuurngaq. Only husband-wife relationships and
parent-child relationships are represented in the list.
In most cases it is specified whether the tuurngaq appears as a man or a woman, but
there are a few exceptions: Akshuak (8) and Tutalik (144) are naked; Omalik (12)
hunts seals in the water with a spear; Totalik (13) lives in the sea; Qotsetvaluk (14)
has only one rump bone and wings; Nepput (52) is a thin creature who always stands
upright and cannot walk, but jumps; Ooyakkut (58) refers to the spirits of stones;
Oovayok (123) is a good spirit in black clothing; Qaumukkak (195) has a large mouth
and breaks through the earth like a volcano when called by the angakkuq. In all those
cases gender is not specified.
Sometimes tuurngait are ambiguous in terms of gender. Arngnanak (121) looks like a
woman, uses a kayak, and appears either as a man or as a woman. Akkokrase (105)
looks like man, but has a very big nose like that of a woman. A little more than half
of the tuurngait in the list appear as men, a hundred and seventy-five in total. Only
one of these male tuurngait is considered as evil. About sixty tuurngait appear as
women. Most of them are well disposed towards men. They tend to give light, joy and
game. Peck observes in his comments on Nooeyaoot (224) that "the female class of
torngat give joy more than material supplies." However, on closer scrutiny tuurngait
appearing as women often turn out to be givers of game, notably deer. They are
often healers and cooks. It is often observed that they are clean and nice to look at
and come when invoked.
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The gender of a tuurngaq affected its relations with human beings. Kappianaq
explained that tuurngait, like human beings, could ask to have sexual relations.
"According to what I have heard, if I had a male tuurngaq, that tuurngaq would want
to have intercourse with a female by using the angakkuq's body. It would go inside
the body and would then have intercourse with a female" (Kappianaq, 1995).
Some tuurngait are described as foreigners. Oovinerolik (55) goes hunting like a
foreigner. He has three small boats and two companions who work for him.
Isserotittok (56), the tuurngaq with a jacket without buttons, looks like a European
and comes walking from a distance. Adla (181) looks like an Indian. Sometimes Inuit
and foreign features are combined: Sennemutok (131) has a house like a white man's
near a lake full of game. She seems a white woman, but is dressed in Inuit clothing.
Clothes especially are marked in this respect. Okpingnak (48) wears black and white
European clothing, and Putsekungnek (346) wears clothes like a white woman. All
these tuurngait are classified as being good. The world of the tuurngait apparently
provides an excellent framework for the integration of strangers into the shamanic
complex.
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4. Weapons
Although tuurngait described as women may be owners and givers of game, they
never use weapons such as stones, spears, or bows and arrows to hunt game, in
contrast to tuurngait appearing as men. Arnatseak (244) has a knife and
Mungityaktoakruk (317) has a stone as a weapon, but they use their weapons to kill
human beings, not to kill game. They are the only two tuurngait appearing as women
who are hostile to human beings. Immuktinnikko (169) uses her walking stick to kill
game, but a walking stick is not an ordinary weapon.
About fifteen tuurngait are naked. All of them live in water, most of them at the
bottom the sea. Some naked tuurngait seem to be ambiguous from a moral point of
view, e.g. Sinniksakuluk (194) who considers himself bad but is good, and Totalik (13)
who is described by Peck as an innocent trickster. Others are decidedly bad, such as
Oosokolungoaapik (337), who kills creatures from below, and Sudluktak (26) and
Oovelukkeoot (111), who attack kayaks.
Kappianaq explained that his grandfather Tulugarjuk, used a tuutalik as a tuurngaq:
When they come up they use their right hand and when they submerge they use
their left hand because they have the proportions of a human. I have heard
that my younger brother saw one when he was young. What he saw must have
been an adult because it was quite large. I think it was a big male. The chest
was quite wide. I have heard that those who have seen one say their flesh is
quite dark. They have hair almost like a seal because they are a sea mammal. I
have not heard much about them but 1 have heard that some angakkuit have
them as helpers. I have heard that when a taliillajuuq was trying to help a
human it could come up on land. If an angakkuq calls on a taliillajuuq it is able
to come right away. It comes up through the earth. All beings, animals or not,
if they are used as helpers can come right away, even if it is a sea mammal
like an ugjuk. The taliillajuuq which was also called a tuutalik was a tuurngaq of
my grandfather Tulugarjuk. It helped him physically. If my grandfather was in
need of his helper the moment he thought of it, it would appear right away (in
Oosten & Laugrand, Course on Environment, session 17, Manuscript).
Some tuurngait use stones tied to lines as weapons, others spears, bows and arrows,
harpoons or knives. None of them has a gun. Seven tuurngait have knives. They appear
to be either evil spirits or to be at least ambiguous. Among them are a woman, the
evil Arnatseak (244), and the naked tuurngait Oovelukkeoot (111) and
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Oosukolungoaapik (337). Some of the other knifebearers may be ambiguous, such as
Serkoat (168), who kills fellow tuurngait of a bad character, and Sinniksakuluk (194).
An exception is Qappitgak (304), who is armed with a bow and arrow, a harpoon and a
knife like a tusk. He is a good spirit, and in this case the knife is only one of his
weapons.
The knife is an effective weapon against tuumgait. Rasmussen (1929: 144) states
with respect to the Iglulik area that a shaman fighting evil spirits "must arm himself
with a walrus knife, or that particular kind of snow knife which is made from walrus
tusk with no iron inserted, and which is called havuujaq."
The lack of modern weapons such as rifles among the tuurngait is striking, as Inuit
hunters at that time were usually quite open to the advantages of rifles. Only
traditional weapons, notably a knife like a walrus tusk, may have been effective against
spirits.
In the Peck list, we also find a few tarniit, e.g. Nesudlaginalik (57), Orksukkulungoak
(118), and Tarnuk (119). They represent the shades or souls of human beings. We do
not find shades of animals as tuurngait in the list.
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5. Tuurngait in animal appearance
In the list tuurngait are described as "like a wolf," "like a walrus," "like a human
being" but their appearance usually deviates from the normal form of an animal or
human being. Aupalukt Alik (2) appears as a bear, but his colour is reddish.
Soolutvaluk (11) is like a raven, but has only one wing. Auverak (22) is like a reindeer,
but consists mainly of bones. Qissekoyak (257) is thin, has a flabby skin and crossed
tusks. They should not be considered as personifications of animals and can be
identified as tuurngait by specific characteristics.
In Iglulik, Kappianaq emphasized the importance of animals among the tuurngait:
"Every animal has been used as a tuurngaq. Every animal has been owned. It has been
said that the animals do not have souls. If an animal is alive and breathing, if it wants
to help a person, it will help" (Kappianaq, 1995).
In contrast to human beings, animals are not specifically marked for gender in the
list, but tuurngait may exhibit features of human beings as well as of animals. This is
a characteristic feature of the inua, the owner of the animal, which can appear as an
animal, as a human being, or as a combination of both. In the case of the tuurngait,
we also find combinations of animals, such as reindeer and walrus, e.g.,
Qungatsootelik (211), who looks like a walrus, but has a head and horns like a
reindeer. The distinction between the head and the body is often marked in terms
of a contrast between human and animal. Ipalukvik (46) has a head like a man and a
body like a cod. Okkoomealekuluk (61) has a head and face like a man but a body like
a fox. Oolemaukaluk (215) has a head like a man and a body like a land animal.
Adleralik (314) has a body like a bearded seal and a head like a man. Siggook (38) has
a head like a crow but a body like a human being. Avatalik (269) has a body like a man
and a head like an inflated sealskin.
In the Peck list we find fourteen dogs described as tuurngait. Moreover, eleven
tuurngait have dogs as companions. Most dogs are considered good tuurngait. Only
Qekoot (37) is evil. Pongoak (25) and Qingoatseak (35) do not appear to be
favourable to hunters. These spirits call to mind the dog at the bottom of the sea
that was married to the inua of the sea. All other dogs are good helping spirits
tending to give freely. Whereas most dogs are white, black or a combination of both,
Terreatseak (297) is reddish. The name Terreatseak suggests that we are not
dealing with a dog, but with an ermine.
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Dogs usually "give freely". They appear to be hunters, not "destroyers of souls".
Poutyukak (170) and Taktoalik (227) give freely. Nessalik (177) gives seals;
Ooyametok (213) heals and gives food; Ooyameralalalak (276) is swift and catches
many reindeer. In some cases a tuurngaq brings game or goods through his/her dog,
e.g., Tikgoangnuk (175) and Siggalak (272).
Five tuurngait appear as foxes: Tekkongnatelik (39), Akpayok (124), Pissukgak (255),
Sappingerk (312), Tangmoak (340). They are always helpful. They provide game,
notably seals and reindeer. They are all associated with the colour red.
Several tuurngait are wolves: Tilleok (220), Akavapik (316), Singakte (116), Naggoyak
(182) and Meatgoyak (205). Most of them are not associated with a particular colour.
They are primarily reindeer hunters and/or destroyers of souls. Unlike dogs, they
never appear as companions of other tuurngait. In two cases they may change shape:
Tulloreyangnuk (102) is sometimes a man and sometimes a wolf; Tamauktat (303) is
sometimes a wolf and sometimes a reindeer. He is a great destroyer of reindeer
souls. Ooyamegalik (322) represents a wolf or a wolverine with feet like reindeer,
and is a giver of light.
Twenty bears are found among the tuurngait. They are eaters and givers of sea
game. Tullorealik (9) lives upon seals. Angmanuk (239) and Qelliksuk (241) give freely
of all sea creatures. Whereas tuurngait appearing as dogs and wolves are usually
swift runners, bears are usually short, fat and good swimmers. As masters of sea
game, they are sometimes even able to deal with whales. Akkiyagasak (32) has whales
for food, and Qellealik (101) hides the souls of whales so that they can be killed by
Inuit. A special case is Puneooliktak (96), who has green hair and is only seen by "the
chief conjurors". Generally the colour of the bears is not marked. Bear meat and
human meat are often associated, so that those who have eaten human flesh are not
supposed to eat bear meat. In this respect Qattenuk (196) constitutes an
interesting case: "He is like a creature split into two, one portion being like a man,
and the other like a bear. In the ages gone by he was a bear but because he ate a
man he turned into the formmentioned above." Tulloreak (67) is apparently partly
man and partly bear.
In the Cumberland Sound area, Etuangat remembered with respect to his father:
After my father passed away, I wondered if he had been a shaman before. When I
was a child I used to suspect it but I never asked him about it. I remember him
calling out and kicking his legs up in the air and on the floor. He would be kicking his
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legs about and you would hear sounds. After 1 got married to a woman from Padloping
Island, I went with him for the first time to a place where there were many polar
bears around. After hearing the roars of the polar bears, I was able to recognize
that the sounds my father had been making were the same as the roars of a polar
bear. I think he had a tuurngaq that was a polar bear. That is what I realized after I
grew up (Etuangat, 1995).
A few tuurngait are associated with reindeer: Neakooenak (117), Seoonalik (184),
Tattakak (185), Millarovak (186), Neakoaluk (319). They are not hunters but givers
of light and joy. An exception is Agealik (135) who is described as a great soul
destroyer of reindeer. In this respect, Agealik falls into the category of those
tuurngait who were soul-destroyers or hunters of the specific animal in whose form
they appeared'.
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6. Ownership
A consideration of the religious ideas of the Eskimo shows that the tomait, the
invisible rulers of every object, are the most remarkable beings next to Sedna.
Everything has its inua (owner), which may become the genius of man who thus
obtains the qualities of angakunim. I am not quite sure that every inua can become
the tomaq of a man, though with the Greenlanders this was possible (Boas 1888:
591).
A hundred years later, Rasmussen also reported that some inua such as the inua of
the moon, sun, and the inua of the sea, could perform as tuurngait. According to
Rasmussen, the Netsilik angakkuq Unaraluk had among his helping spirits the sun, and
the Netsilik angakkuq lksivalitaq had among his three helping spirits the moon spirit.
Nowadays, Qalasiq (1999) relates that the angakkuq Qimuksiraaq of Igluligaarjuk
had the inua of the sea as a helping spirit. Apparently inua functioned very much in
the same way as other tuurngait, that is to say, as helping spirits of the angakkuq,
assisting him in his tasks. In South Baffin Island, however, the situation seems to be
more complex. Many tuurngait themselves appear to be owners of places, objects
and game, and often this ownership seems to be an essential part of their function.
In many cases a tuurngaq can be placed into more than one category, e.g., owning a
house as well as land.
Some tuurngait inhabit stones and are the inua of these stones, e.g., Akselloak (69)
and Quayout (332). A variety of places can be inhabited by tuurngait. Nungaoot
(283) has a hole underneath a piece of frozen snow. Nootittok (75) is the spirit of
the iceberg. Sunukpingnek (153) inhabits a large block of fresh water ice by the side
of a hill. Oolooreaktalik (300) has a star like a shining bottle in his dwelling.
Tunnootak (225) lives on a hill. Qenouyak (343) lives in a precipice shaped like a face.
Some tuurngait are said to have lands far away. Qegaktonelik (275) has a land at the
boundary of the north wind. Asseroktak (89) lives in a nice land with many birds.
Qotsetvaluk (14) has a beautiful land. Putsekungnek (346) lives near a lake. There
are many deer near the lake where she dwells.
Some tuumgait are owners of stone houses: e.g., Eyekudluk (40), Okkomarak (54),
Tutegat (70), and Ooyarasukruk (78). In other cases the nature of the house is less
clear. Sillaseak (82) lives in a house under the land, in a cave, and hunts only
reindeer. Qingungenuk (128) lives in a house where he has the spirits of children,
which he gives when invoked by the angakkuq. Sennemutok (13 1) has a house like a
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white man's by the side of a lake. Atsungerk (173) has a large house fastened with a
line to the earth. Qakkagoot (189) has a house on the land and Toktuyak (219) has a
house on a hill. Allevuk (221) lives in an ice house. The bad spirit Arnatseak (244)
inhabits a house. Messiktialuk (246) lives in a house on the bottom of the lake, has
fish for companions, and kills the fish by destroying their souls. Siggalak (272) is a
woman who has a tent on the land. Iglolik (293) has a house by the side of a lake and
a beautiful land which abounds in reindeer. Mungityaktoakruk (317), an evil spirit,
used her house as a trap to catch people. Many tuurngait living in houses are at the
same time owners of game.
Most tuurngait provide game and a relationship of ownership is usually implied.
Aglolik (68) is the guardian spirit of seal holes and gives seals. Ooluksiyok (154) lives
in a lake and is a great giver of reindeer which he congregates near the lake. They
are said to be his own animals. Some tuurngait in human appearance appear to be
owners of reindeer. Rasmussen (1929: 113) observes with respect to the Iglulik Inuit
that the ijirait, or mountain spirits, are among the most powerful helping spirits of
the angakkuit. The ijirait as described by Rasmussen (1929: 204-206) play an
important part in the Iglulik traditions. They are human shaped and live like humans,
but can take on the shape of caribou. They are great runners and change easily from
the shape of a reindeer into that of a human being. Their noses look like those of
caribou and they modify the legs of human beings who come to live among them [by
removing their calf muscles] so that they can run as fast as they can. They have
excellent eyesight. Their name is derived from the fact that their eyes are not
placed transversely in their faces. According to Rasmussen, they are not visible to
human beings, but only to angakkuit, ordinary people being afraid of them as soon as
they hear their whistling in the air. Many of these traits can be found among the
tuurngait appearing in the Peck list although none of them corresponds completely to
the description by Rasmussen of the ijirait in the Iglulik area. Moreover, various
traits attributed by Rasmussen to the ijirait can also be found among the ingnirujait,
the sea and shore spirits, and the tuniit, believed to be the original inhabitants of
the land. All these people are associated with stone houses and caribou hunting.
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7. Crossing boundaries
Tuurngait often encompass contrasting categories, or mediate between them just as
the angakkuit do. Many tuurngait have human as well as animal aspects. They are

partly human and partly animal, or able to switch from an animal appearance to a
human one. The contrast between men and women is not always straightforward
either. A few tuurngait have features of both sexes. Colour contrasts such as dark
and light, and black and white can be combined in a variety of ways. Most tuurngait
seem to have a double nature. Parts of their body or clothing may contrast, they may
be split beings, or have alternate modes of existence. Like angakkuit they are
neither good nor bad, but can go both ways. Their strength is that they can cross
the boundaries between distinct categories such as human beings and animals, dark
and light, and land and sea.
The contrast between black and white may correspond to the dual nature of the
angakkuq himself. On one hand he is associated with qaumaniq, with light and
brightness, the capacity to see all souls. On the other hand, he has to become a
tamiq, a shade (derived from the root taaq- dark) himself and leave his body behind.
As a shade he becomes vulnerable to other angakkuit, who may see him and kill him
or prevent his tarniq from returning. The word angakkuq, in the vocabulary of the
shamans is tarriummak, something not visible (see Rasmussen 1931: 313), and the
word tarniq, shade, both refer to this aspect of the shamanic complex. The
contrasts between dark and light and black and white may well indicate that the
tuurngait like the angakkuit are ambiguous and operate in the light as well as in the
darkness.
Elders from North Baffin relate the contrast between white and black to good and
evil as already suggested by Peck. Ittinuaq stated with respect to tuurngait:
I have seen spirits in their physical form. That is how I know what they look
like. The angakkuq would tupilattuq the bad spirits and would use them as
helpers if they were good. They both have light, the bad and the good. The only
difference is that the bad spirit's light is dimmer. The inside of the bad spirit
might be dark (black). The inside of a good spirit can be white although the
outside can be dark (Ittinuaq, 1999).
Aupilaarjuk relates:
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Yes. They had a lot of qaumaniq. Some had a bit of light and some were very
dark. The tuurngaq could be an animal, a dog, a person or anything. The evil ones
would have to be killed. They were the ones that could make a person very sick.
... If it was a good spirit it would have a qaumaniq; if it was an evil tuurngaq, if it
had been used for murder, it would not have a qaumaniq. Maybe the tuurngaq
had been used in a killing before. You had to pay close attention to see if it had
a qaumaniq (In Saladin d'Anglure (ed.), in press).
The ambiguity of tuurngait and the dangers of using them were emphasized by
Balikci (1967: 384):
When a shaman dispatched one of his spirits on an aggressive mission and the
tunraq failed to achieve its task, it became a "reversed spirit" or tunraq
kigdloretto, a blood-thirsty being, blinded by anger, totally out of control, who
generally turned against his very master and relatives, and brought sickness and
death into the camp.

Tuurngait might tease or cheat people. Totalik (13) invites the kayaker to stab him

and then disappears. Angalutaluk (85) appears in the form of a bearded seal. When
the hunter tries to harpoon him, he turns into a man and kills the hunter. Mukkusak
(129) blows out lamps for fun. Mungityaktoakruk (317) places objects near her house
to entice people to come inside so she can kill them. Thus the tricks are sometimes
innocent pranks as in the case of Totalik (13) and Mukkusak (129), but they may also
be a matter of life and death as in the cases of Angalutaluk (85) and
Mungityaktoakruk (317). These tuurngait have qualities similar to the character of
Ooloareayangnak (described under 140) who cuts out the entrails of those who can
not restrain their laughter.
Too much qaumaniq, enlightenment, or too many tuurngait shortened the life of an
angakkuq (Aupilaarjuk,1999). Kappianaq, however, did remember an angakkuq who had
many tuurngait:
I knew an angakkuq who had many tuurngait. He possessed many tuurngait from
trees from down south. He also had tuurngait that were rivers. Sauri possessed
many tuurngait. He was originally from Arviat but lived around Naujaat. He used
to travel often to Igluligaarjuk. (Kappianaq, 1995).
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8. Tuurngait and tupilait
Whereas the tuurngait in Peck's list are mainly marked as good, relationships
between tuurngait and angakkuit in the Kivalliq and Netsilik areas were often tense.
The killing of evil spirits is mentioned time and again in the descriptions of shamanic
activities. According to elders it played an important part in shamanic healing.
Tungilik remembers how he used to heal people. He looked for the causes of illness
with his eyes closed. "Even though some people did not disclose what they had done,
the angakkuq would find out the reason why a person was sick. A person would have
to say: `This is why I am sick. This is what I have done.' Then the person would
start getting better." The cause of illness would vary, according to Tungilik:
"Whenever a person did something that displeased a tuurngaq the person would
become sick. There were some tuurngait that would make a person sick because
they had the desire to kill" (Oosten and Laugrand (eds) 1999: 99).
According to Kappianaq, any healing would require the person's confession:
An angakkuq that owned an animal as a tuurngaq was able to heal the sick. He
was able to do so as long as the sick person has not done anything wicked. But if
that sick person had done something bad, he had to confess it. The angakkuq
would be able to heal the sick person only after the person had confessed what
he had done (Kappianaq, 1995).
According to Tungilik, healing might require the killing of an evil tuurngaq:
I, too, would fight with an unseen being and my hands would become bloody. I
could only remove the blood with urine. I had to wipe it off with caribou skin
only. I could not use cloth. That is the way it was for an angakkuq. You did not
pour the urine. You had to put it in your mouth and spit it into your hands. You
could not dip your hands in the urine (In Oosten & Laugrand (eds), 1999: 90).
The distinction between tupilait and evil tuurngait is not quite clear. Rasmussen
(1929: 143) indicates that Inuit were well aware "that men had once possessed the
power of making tupilait, but the art was now lost to them", tupilait being now the
term for an evil spirit. Both tuurngait and tupilait may be killed by the angakkuit.
Aupilaarjuk relates:
Tupilattuq, is the word for when an angakkuq kills a tuurngaq. I myself have
seen an angakkuq's hand covered with blood. Remember the snow knife I
showed you. It was part of an angakkuq's collection. In the Netsilik region when
there is a sickness in the community the angakkuit would look for the thing that
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was making the person sick. He would try to kill that tuurngaq. ... It could be a
person, a dog or whatever tuurngaq the person had that was causing the
sickness. When the angakkuq killed the tuurngaq, his hands were full of blood.
After it was dead you could see the outline on the floor. It would take the
shape of an animal. If it was a person, it would have the outline of a person (In
Saladin d'Anglure (ed.), in press).
lqallijuq also remembered the killing of a tupilaq that was a tuurngaq:
Angakkuit used to kill tupilait. They would kill them with a savuujaq that had a
sharp tip. The angakkuit would stab the tupilait. I saw a tupilaq once. It was a
tuurngaq. It looked like a very tiny person wearing a hat. As I was walking into
the iglu, I realized that there was a tiny person trying to hide. As I went inside
I stepped over it, People said there were tupilait around. The angakkuq went
outside with a savuujaq when the lights were still on. When he re-entered,
there was some blood on the savuujaq. He said that he killed the tupilaq by
stabbing it. The blood was then licked off that tupilaq was a very small black
person wearing a hood. I walked over to where the tupilaq had been hiding at
the entrance of the porch. But it had been stabbed. Tupilait used to frighten
people because they could kill people. The one I saw did not make me ill because
1 stepped over it. The angakkuit would kill the tupilait when there was a
sickness (Igallijuq, 2000).
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Representing Tuurngait
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Taken from Representing Tuurngait, pp. 110-116
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BLM 1.25
Reading 1
Tuurngait were only seen by angakkuit. Other people were not supposed to see them. In
shamanic seances the voices of the tuurngait might be heard, especially after the tarniq of
the angakkuq had left his body and the tuurngaq had taken its place. Sometimes the
description of a tuurngaq remains vague. Tungilik noticed his first helping spirit as
something bright that followed him: "In the evenings there would be a brightness on the
ground behind me and it would follow me. It turned out that this was my ikajuqti" (In Oosten
& Laugrand (eds) 1999). Kappianaq emphasised the fact that tuurngait were all different,
from the smallest animals to the biggest inua:
The tuurngait are all different, just like human beings are different from each other. Some
of them have sharp edges and they rest on flat surfaces. They have a pointed tip. They
don't get knocked over for they are positioned just right. They are sharp, but they don't
poke you. They are called tunngaviarjuit in Inuktitut. Anything could be used as a tuurngaq,
anything that is on earth. It could be a tree or a river or a sea monster, anything.
Takannaaluk could also be used as a tuurngaq. The inua of the land controlled everything
that walked (Kappianaq, 1995).
Some tuurngait appear as individuals. They were known from the description by the
angakkuit who met them. Others belong to the various spirit peoples which Rasmussen
described among the Iglulingmiut. Their appearance and properties were well known to
everybody. Those represented as ijirait had the same shape as human beings and lived in the
same way. The men were dressed in human fashion and the women wore white garments
made of skin from the belly of the caribou, cut into strips. Their eyes and mouths are set
lengthwise in their faces, not transversely. They were swift runners and great caribou
hunters. The ijirait especially enjoyed eating caribou fat and suet. The famous coat of Ava's
father Oqaminiq was made after an encounter of the angakkuq with the ijirait (Rasmussen
1929: 204-206).
The angakkuit often employed inneriugjait [ingnirujaitj as helping spirits. They are spirits of
both the sea and the land and have luminous lard bladders in their huts, hence their names.
Some of them are present at the sea shore. These spirits have their houses on small reefs
or rocky islets. They are also very similar to human beings but with very handsome noses. A
particular feature of those spirits is their sealskin clothes, as the inneriugjait [ingnirujait]
never wear clothes of caribou skin. Skillful hunters, they often provide meat to the
angakkuit when game become scarce. With respect to the inneriugjait [ingnirujait] of earth
who live far up inland and only hunt caribou, Rasmussen (1929: 209-210) gives the following
information that shows their important role in shamanism:
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People who have visited them say that along the walls inside the houses were small shining
things: they could not understand what they were, but they looked like intestines filled with
suet and entrails, and resembled both intestines of caribou calves and of fully grown beasts.
If only one could get hold of one of these mysterious things, which they had no name for,
one would become a very great shaman, provided one carried the light on one's person for
the rest of one's life. This then became the shaman's angak'ua or qaumaneq. These
luminous, transparent and oblong bags that shone out from the side walls of the house, have
given those spirits the name of inneriugjait They too resembled human beings, but at the
same time, their eyes and mouth were like those of the ijeirait. They had very narrow faces
and long noses.... Only great shamans have dared to visit the inneriugjait, for though they
are not otherwise hostile to men, there is this dangerous thing about them, that they cannot
endure to see a human being asleep.
Rasmussen (1929: 210-213) also refers to three other types of spirits the angakkuit liked to
use as helping spirits. The tarqajagsuit, [tarriassuit] or shadow people looked like ordinary
human beings, but only their shadows could be seen, never the spirits themselves. Always
good to the Inuit, these fast-running spirits used to have dogs and overtook their prey on
foot. Their houses were like those of human beings and their weapons like those of Inuit
hunters.
The kukiligaciat [kukiligaattiat] or claw-trolls were very dangerous especially because of
their claws. They could easily attack human beings with their long claws and "keep on
scratching and tearing at them all over the body as long as there would be any flesh left."
This explains why only very bold and skillful angakkuit dared to have a kukiligaciaq
[kukiligaattiaq] as a helping spirit. They would be held in high esteem and feared by others.
Living far up inland, the kukiligaciat [kukiligaattiat] dwelled in snow houses like the Inuit
themselves.
The inurarutligarjuit, [inugarulligaarjuit] or mountain dwarfs, were often mischievous and
hostile, but the angakkuit usually considered them as very good and effective as helping
spirits. Living in the mountain and looking like very small human beings, "no bigger than the
lumbar vertebra of a walrus set on end", they were swift-footed and used to wear clothes of
caribou skin made according to the same patterns as those of human beings. They killed
their game after following an animal's tracks until they overtook it. Rasmussen (1929: 212)
adds that they easily get angry if a hunter refuses to give up his catch. Their ambiguous
attitude also appears when they meet a human being:
They suddenly grow, and as soon as they have grown as tall as their opponent, they fall upon
him and throw him down, if they are strong enough; then they remain lying on the victim until
the latter is starved to death. Should they on the other hand be overthrown themselves,
they pretend to die, and the human being leaves them, believing them killed; but if one turns
round a moment after leaving them, they have always disappeared without a trace.
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Taken from Representing Tuurngait, (pp. 110-112)
Respond to the following questions on the section of the placemat with this number.
1. What was the important role that tuurngait contributed to shamanism?
2. Explain how tuurngait were similar in some ways and different in others.
3. Briefly describe the three helping spirits talked about in this reading.
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Reading 2
Tuurngait could also have different shapes by transforming themselves. The spirit Issitoq is
also drawn twice (Rasmussen 1929: opp. 177; and plate 11). In both cases it appears to
consist only of a head and legs. Anargaq relates that the spirit originally belonged to a fox,
confirming the belief that animals also have shamans in their midst. Anargaq also described
the moods of the spirits. Some of them are melancholic, others more joyful. In two cases,
fear prevented him from securing the spirit as a helping spirit (plate 6, plate 10). The first
spirit frightened him by its impressive roars, the second one by its horrible silence.
The drawings by the angakkuit were made on the basis of their own experience. They had
seen them with their own eyes. In this book we also present drawings by Inuit elders.
Alexina Kublu and Matt Nuqingaq provided the elders with the list compiled by Peck and
asked them to draw one of these helping spirits. Generally these drawings do not represent
the personal experiences of the elders, although in a few cases they do relate to personal
encounters between elders and spirits. For example, Aggajaat (plate 17) and Qunngalukkakii
(plate 18) by Malaya Papatsie and Tupilaq (plate 20) by Naki Ekho are based on personal
experiences and do not represent spirits described by Peck.
Among the students, who also provided representations of tuurngait, encounters with spirits
still may occur. During our last course in Oral Traditions in Igaluit, a few students in the
course reported personal encounters with spirits and tarniit. However, as we wanted to
focus specifically on tuurngait, we did not ask the elders or the students to make drawings
of their own encounters with spirits but to focus on representations of tuurngait as
described by Peck. We did not go into the question of personal experiences as shamanism
and tuurngait are still a controversial issue.
Even though we cannot assume that these drawings are always based on personal
experiences, they show a clear continuity with the drawings made by the angakkuit. Even
though the drawings by the elders show more symmetry and humanoid features than those
collected by Rasmussen, they immediately recall the drawings by the angakkuit. The images
are often quite powerful and still convey an impression of the strength and vitality of the
tuurngait. In the drawings made by the elders, the spirits are usually drawn without any
background and most of them give an impression of activity or mobility. The few drawings
made by Simon Shaimaiyuk are different, but they were also done in a different technique.
Whereas the other elders opted for drawings in black ink, Simon Shaimaiyuk worked with
coloured pencils. The black and white contrast of the drawings evokes the graphic traditions
of Inuit carvers. Most drawings focus completely on the spirits themselves. Often the spirit
is depicted in the middle of the paper with arms and legs spread (e.g. the drawings by
Akooleese Nowdlak, plates 25 and 26, and Martha Kilabuk, plates 27 and 28). In some cases
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only the head is depicted (e.g., Pamenakruk (plate 31) by Koomoartuk Nooveya). As in the
drawings of Anargaq, the head is always marked and it is always more or less humanoid in
form. Attungaluk (plate 22), drawn by Mae Aupaloota, consists almost totally of a head. In
the drawing of Qattenuk (plate 24) by Sailoa Atagooyuk, the head and the legs of the
tuurngaq are drawn but the head is marked with a decorative motif. Nuwakkerk (plate 21), a
circular sea animal is depicted as a collection of heads by Enoosik Davidee. Thus the head
appears to be the most marked feature of the tuurngait.
The tuurngait were usually represented as human beings (cf. Mekkoalak, plate 27, and Adla,
plate 28) by Martha Kilabuk. A spirit is never depicted with an animal head. Only in the
drawing of Aggajaat (plate 17) by Malaya Papatsie do we not really know, as only the hands
emerging from the earth are shown. But in many cases animal features are added to indicate
the nature of the spirit. Akooleese Nowdlak depicted Qotsetvaluk (plate 25) as a human
being with wings and the feet represented like the claws of a bird. She depicts Ikkuk (plate
26) in the same stance. Both spirits wear clothes, which are important to identify the spirit.
Martha Kilabuk has drawn Mekkoalak (plate 27) and Adla (plate 28) in a similar position. The
adornment of the heads is striking. In the case of Adla it probably refers to feathers as a
characteristic adornment of Indians. Sailoa Atagooyuk depicts Tunnerkruk (plate 20) as a
lonely figure in the land. The hair of his body and his clothes stand out clearly. Oovayok
(plate 19) is also drawn standing upright, and the hair of her head and clothing is
emphasised. Peck often refers to the hair as a characteristic feature of tuurngait. In the
drawings it is a recurrent feature. The hair of Qattenuk (plate 24) sticks out from his head.
The head of Pamenakruk (plate 31), drawn by Nooveya, not only has a lot of hair, but also an
impressive beard. It probably represents a white person. We have already seen that white
people are present in the Peck list.

Taken from Representing Tuurngait, (pp. 114- 116)
Respond to the following questions on the section of the placemat with this number.
1. What shapes and moods were tuurngait known for?
2. Why do you think tuurngait take on different appearances?
3. Why do you think that the descriptions of these spirits are similar between
Inuit groups and across long periods of time?
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Reading 3
Quite a few drawings represent tuurngait combining an animal body with a human head: e.g.,
Qenalik and Aupaluktalik (plate 23) by Pitseolalak Saa, Qattenuk (plate 24) by Sailoa
Atagooyuk and Oolemaukaluk and Allevuk (plate 29) by Akakaq Saata. Only in two cases were
tuurngait completely represented as animals: Aglokapik and Pongoak (plate 22) by Mae
Aupaloota. Teeth, nose, eyes, hair and body extremities are usually shown.
The art students opted for a different technique to represent the tuurngait: etching, which
implied a more graphical perspective. The impression of a continuity with the drawings
collected by Rasmussen is obvious, but modifications seem to be more pronounced than in
the elders' ones. The representations are not only more marked by symmetry and humanoid
features but they also look more static. In this respect, the context provided by the
background, usually a landscape, is much more emphasised and the spirits become more
recognizable creatures. The heads still play a major role but hair is less present. Despite
these innovations, the etchings, like the drawings, evoke Inuit graphic traditions. Usually the
tuurngait are firmly positioned in the centre of the picture. Okkomealekuluk (plate 33) by
Alex Akikuluk walks in a landscape with mountains. In the pictures of Aggevak (plate 35) and
Ooyamegalik (plate 36) by Ross Kayotak and Qenalik (plate 39) by Pia Sowdloapik, the earth
is firmly indicated.
Qilegonyak (plate 42) by Ross Kayotak is crawling as a maggot over the land. Qattenuk (plate
37) by Susan Ivaluarjuk kneels on one leg. This tuurngaq, represented as a being split in two,
one portion being like a man, the other like a bear, interestingly recalls Uvavnuk's vision
during her shamanic initiation, when innerujaup inua, the spirit of the meteor, had entered
into her: "She saw the spirit just before she fainted. It had two kinds of bodies, that
rushed all glowing through space; one side was a bear, the other was a human being with the
tusks of a bear" (Rasmussen 1929: 122). Tanya, (plate 40) also represents a being split in the
middle, one side like a man, the other side like a deer. Ludger Makkik places Amoutelik (plate
47) on her belly on the land. In the distance a few running caribou can be seen. In other
cases no clear background is provided. The attention is focused completely on the tuurngaq.
Usually only one tuurngaq is depicted in a picture.
Combinations of men and animals, usually an animal with a human head, occur more often than
in the drawings of the elders: e.g., Adleralik (plate 34) by Enoosik Ottokie and
Okkomealekuluk (plate 33) by Alex Akikuluk, Qilegonyak (plate 42) and Aggevak (plate 35)
by Ross Kayotak, and Qenalik (plate 39) by Pia Sowdloapik. Only in one case do we have a
human figure with an animal head: Siggook (plate 44) by Serapio Ittusardjuat. The head is
often depicted: see Qenouyak (plate 46) by Mark Airut, where the human head represents
the house of a bird, and Tulloreak (plate 45) by Enoosik Ottokie, represented with a double
head, one in profile and one facing forward.
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The tuurngaq can also be represented as an animal, as in the case of Qungasootelik (plate
32) depicted by Alex Aldkuluk (a walrus with caribou horns), Ooyamegalik (plate 36) by Ross
Kayotak and Qenouyak (plate 46) represented as a bird by Mark Airut.
Some tuurngait are human in appearance. Qattegayak (plate 43) by Daniel Kommoartok is a
human skeleton, but the head still has all the flesh. Rasmussen records that the aspirant
angakkuq had to be able to see himself as a skeleton to obtain qaumaniq. The tuurngait in
human form all wear clothes. Okkomealekuluk (plate 33) by Alex Akikuluk, for example, is a
fully dressed sturdy human being. The selection of the students is interesting. No naked
tuurngait were selected. The students also opted for male tuurngait. Only Amoutelik (plate
47) by Ludger Makkik is a woman.
Despite a few changes, the representations of tuurngait in this book show remarkable
continuity. The angakkuit made drawings for Rasmussen of spirits they had actually seen.
The elders and students made drawings of tuurngait they had not seen, but their drawings
give a strong and powerful image of the tuurngait described by Peck. With the transition to
Christianity, shamanism was rejected and the knowledge, and experience of tuurngait were
no longer appreciated. But the tuurngait are still an important part of Inuit cultural
heritage'. As these drawings show, elders as well as students are still perfectly able to
represent them, to make them present again.
For more information on representing tuurngait in the Arctic, see Graburn (1980) for
Northern Quebec, Sonne (1988) and Fienup-Kiordan (1996) for Alaska and Victor & Lamblin
(1993) for Greenland.

Taken from Representing Tuurngait,(pp. 116-118)
Respond to the following questions on the section of the placemat with this number.
1. What creatures in other mythologies have you heard of that have parts of an
animal and parts of a human?
2. Why do you think some tuurngait can change from one form to another?
3. What role do you think tuurngait play in Inuit cultural heritage? (Think of the
role that mythological and fantasy creatures continue to play in Qallunat culture.
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